
Habilitation regulations: march 2004 

§8 Review of the Habilitation Performance

Only complete documents will be accepted! 

You are welcome to send us the documents by e-mail for a review before 
submission: Physik-promhab@uni-wuerzburg.de

******************* 

This is not a legally binding translation! It should only help in understanding. 
Please do not hesitate to ask if you have questions. 

****************** 

(3) For the final scientific review, the habilitation candidate submits the following documents to the
advisory committee, which remain in the files of the Faculty of Physics and Astronomy: 

1. Informal application for a scientific review
If you wish, the following points can also be included here:
 Assurance (see no. 7)
 Declaration (see no. 8)

2. An updated and gapless curriculum vitae

3. A list of scientific publications
 PDF-file by upload in “wue-teams”: https:go.uniwue.de/habupload

-> This is where to upload the list and one copy of each of the associated written
publications collected in a PDF-file

 In printed form (list)

4. A list of all courses that have been taught by you so far

5. The habilitation thesis in written form
-> If it is written in English, the summary must also be provided in German
 PDF-file by upload in “wue-teams”: https:go.uniwue.de/habupload
 Typewritten manuscript with hard binding in four copies

6. A summary of the central results of your submitted works (not more than ten pages)

7. An Assurance that the written habilitation thesis has been
 written independendtly and
 the origin oft he used/cited material has been properly indicated

[may also be included in the application (see no. 1)] 

8. A Statement that the candidate has not submitted any other application for habilitation, that
no academic degree has been withdrawn form him/her, and that no proceedings are
currently in progress against him/her which could result in the withdrawal of an academic
degree
[may also be included in the application (see no. 1)]
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